
The specification of Sublimation heat press printing machine



1. Temperature 2. Time 3. Starting switch 4. Stop switch 5. Exigence switch
6. Move <-> Auto 7. working plate 8. handle 9. Heating plate
10. Air filter

Features

1、This Sublimation heat press printing machine can be used for digital

sublimation transfer printing,billboard and piece of garment transfer

printing. It can press on cotton, hemp, fiber and another fabric.

2、This kind of Materials is aluminum , with the better performances of

high temperature anti-oxidation ,high-temperature creep rupture strength,

thermal conductivity and the lower performances of thermal expansion .

This kind of features good rigidity , good durability and long service life

3、It has advanced technology; a sophisticated electronic control system，

automatic air operated pressing , digital temperature contral, advanced in

complexity or elaboration.

4.Adopted hydraulic equipment, with strong and even pressure which

catch up with advanced world technical levels .It’s very efficienct for two

working plates.

5 Adopted.Oil and temperature style heat equipment, which making heat



quickly and even.

dissipate heat energy equally in all directions.

6、This machine have a refined apearance and adopt advanced technology

to control the time and the tempreture.

7. Get CE certificate,1year warranty and all services provided of our

company will be more friendly and convenient.

Specification:

Voltage:220V/380V

Power 9kw 12kw

Temperature Range 0~399

Time Range 0~999 second 0~999sec

Air Cylinder Distance 125cm

Working Pressure 8kg/cm²

Weight500kg 650kg

Printing Area 80*100 cm 100*120 cm

Packing Size 100*140*170 cm 100*160*170 cm

Operation

1、 This Sublimation heat press printing machine should be installed

flat when adjust.if the ground is not flat ,please adjust the cushion

under the machine.



2、 Before you turn on ,please check the screw is not feeble and coated

lubricating oil on it.

3、 Turn on the power and gas switch ,adjust the pressure(the general

ly use is 3-6kg/cm )

4、 Adjust the temperature to the needed temperature,and the time you

needed before you work on it.

Note

1、 This Sublimation heat press printing machine should be match the

standard of power

2、 Before your work you need to coated lubricating oil in it.

3、 After a long time use,please check if there have water in cylinder.

4、 When you Insert power by hand,please don't put your hand or some

other thing on the heat plate!

Why choose us?

We offer substantial discount pricing because we buy in very large volumes.

We have tremendous experience using these heat presses, this makes us an

ideal partner to help you select the right heat-press for your needs.

We offer the best of breed in different brand heat press machines. This

allows us the freedom to recommend the right heat-press for your needs.

We sell heat press machines that are made by the most reliable



manufactures, typically with many years of experience or more!

Operation

Notice: The machine should be tightly connected with the ground wire.

1.Connect the air compressor joint, turn on the air pressure,Adjust the

pressure which shows on indicator‘8’ to（4pB-6pB）,make the heating

board lifting.

2.Get ready of the power and turn on the switch, adjust the temperature,

time and pressure to right range.

3.Setting the temperature and time:

Step 1: Place 1 is temperature controller, you can set your ideal

temperature through its "up" and "down" button.

Step2: Place 2 is time controller, the middle(3rd) button stands for unit.

eg. "20S00" stands for 20seconds

"03 M00" stands for 3minutes.

"03H00" stands for 3hours.

The rest may be deduced by analogy

3. When the temperature reaches the right range, change the switch to the

manual position and press the product until the quality is approved and

then change to the automatic position for bulk production.

4. When the switch is on the manual position, press the “Move” button

and the heater board will be depressed, and when the time reaches the

right range the heater board will rise willingly. If you find the place of the



product is not correct during pressing, you can press the “ Exigence

switch” button to stop pressing, and when the switch reaches the

“Auto” position, just need to push the heater board to the right position

and it will depress willingly.

5.Please turn off the machine and unplug the power cord when the

machine is not in use.


